Smart Deposit App

- The mobile solution for banks and CITs -

The patented Smart Deposit solution digitises the entire process, enabling prepared deposits to be
entered with a few clicks via a mobile app.

The challenges
Envelope deposits are tiresome for users, who

Envelope barcode scanned using the mobile app

have to fill in their deposit information manually.

Back-office application for the bank and/or the

Processing the deposits is also time-consuming

CIT

and can be a source of errors as the information
on the deposit slips is reentered.

Information on deposits sent automatically in
banking format

The solution

Deposit tracking and history functions for

Smart Deposit is a secure, easy-to-use mobile app

Instant credit based on announced amount and

available for iOS and Android, giving users a rapid
means of entering their prepared deposit
envelopes before leaving them in a dropbox in a
shop or a bank branch. Depositors only need to
save their information once, when they create
their user account. Prepared deposits are then
finalised rapidly, by simply entering the quantities
of coins and notes in each denomination. The
information is then sent in a secure digital format
to the bank's back office, which will then credit the
prepared deposit amount once the envelope has
been dropped in the safe. The stock in terms of
volume and value in each safe can then be tracked

retailers
CIT count reconciliation

The benefits
The innovative solution for digitizing the deposit
management process announced "Smart
Deposit" has been the subject of a patent
application.
The ergonomic and intuitive interface allows you
to create a user account and enter your ads in
just a few clicks, without any prior training. The
Universal Platform back-office application allows
easy management of users, sites, safes, etc.

in real time via the Smart Safe Monitoring
Platform, to optimise emptying.

The functions
User accounts created online using an ID and
password
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